CANDIDACY OF THE GOVERNMENT OF COLOMBIA FOR THE VICE-CHAIRMANSHP OF CICAD 2012-2013
UNOFFICIAL TRANSLATION

MPC/OAS No.: 739/2012

The Permanent Mission of Colombia to the Organization of American States extends its compliments to the Executive Secretariat of the Inter-American Drug Abuse Control Commission (CICAD) – Organization of the American States – and permits the reference to the Verbal Note DAPM/GLITA No. 28370 at the Direction of Multilateral Political Affairs of the Ministry of External Relations of Colombia through which the aspiration of the Republic of Colombia, the Vice President of CICAD for the 2012-2013 period, is expressed.

The Permanent Mission of Colombia is taking advantage of the opportunity to reiterate to the Executive Secretary of CICAD – Organization of American States – its highest assurances and distinguished consideration.

To the Honorable
Executive Secretariat of the Inter-American Drug Abuse Control Commission
Organization of American States
Washington, D.C.
Republic of Colombia
Ministry of External Relations

DAPM/GLITA No. 28370

The Ministry of External Relations – Direction of Multilateral Political Affairs – gratefully compliments the Honorable Executive Secretariat of the Inter-American Drug Abuse Control Commission - CICAD/OAS with the opportunity to present the interest of the Government of Colombia in naming it the Vice Present of the Commission.

With respect to the Government of Colombia, has the pleasure to present its candidate for Vice President of CICAD/OAS for the 2012-2013 period, in accordance with the establish norms of the Commission, and for the presidency in 2013-2014. This is to note, that this issue is of great interest and a high priority for Colombia.

The Ministry of External Relations – Direction of Multilateral Political Affairs – values this opportunity to reiterate to the Honorable Executive Secretariat of the Inter-American Drug Abuse Control Commission – CICAD/OAS its highest assurances and distinguished consideration.

Bogota, D.C. May 4, 2012

To the Honorable
Executive Secretariat
Inter-American Drug Abuse Control Commission – CICAD/OAS
Washington, D.C.
United States of America